Part A. of this Appendix provides supplementary information for the second-order approximated RBC model discussed in the paper published in Economics Letters (Kollmann (2017)).
A. Supplementary information for the second-order approximated RBC model considered in Kollmann (2017) • Comparison between decision rule (4) and modified decision rule (5) Table a1 documents that the decision rule (4) and the modified decision rule (5) discussed in Kollmann (2017) are (essentially) indistinguishable. An identical sequence of random exogenous innovations of length T=500,000 was fed into (4) and into (5). Table a1 shows that the resulting time series of endogenous variables are almost perfectly correlated across (4) and (5), and that they have (essentially) the same standard deviation. This holds both for levels and for first differences of logged simulated endogenous variables.
• Standard deviations of first-and second-order approximated models Table a2 reports predicted standard deviations of first-and second-order approximated variables (log levels and log first differences). The Table documents that each of the four types of exogenous shocks accounts for a sizable share of the variance of GDP (see Panel (a), Col. (1)). In the 'small shocks' model variant, the first-and second-order approximated models produce almost identical standard deviations of endogenous variables (see Panel (a) ). In the 'big shocks' model variant, by contrast, the second-order approximated variables are more volatile than the first-order approximated variables; this is, especially, the case for GDP, investment and hours worked (see Panel (b)). (5)) generated by the decision rule (4) and by the 'modified' decision rule (5) are reported, as well as the relative standard deviation of these two sets of time series. These statistics are reported for variables in log levels, and for variables in log first differences. Y: GDP; C: consumption; I: gross investment; N: hours worked; K: capital stock. Correlations greater than 0.99995 are reported as 1.0000. Reported statistics are based on one sequence of T=500,000 random exogenous innovations that was fed into (4) and (5). (5)) are shown for the RBC model. Rows labeled '1 st order' and '2nd order' show standard deviations predicted by the first-and secondorder accurate model solutions, respectively. The statistics are reported for variables in log levels, and for variables in log first differences. Y: GDP; C: consumption; I: gross investment; N: hours worked; K: capital stock. All statistics are computed using one simulation run of 500,000 periods.
B. Tractable Likelihood-Based Estimation of Third-Order Approximated

DSGE Models
The technique described in Kollmann (2017) can also be used for likelihood estimation of DSGE models that are approximated to an order that is higher than the second order. This is illustrated here for third-order approximated models.
The third-order accurate model solution of the DSGE model (1) (2017)).
'Pruning' is also essential for applied work based on third-order approximated models--the 'un-pruned' system (B.1) can exhibit explosive dynamics, in response to big shocks (see discussion in Kollmann (2017)). To apply the logic of pruning to equation (B.1), note that the following conditions hold up to third-order accuracy:
(1) , 
(This pruned third-order solution was also proposed by Kollmann (2004) .) The dynamics of the first-and second-order approximated quantities is governed by (3) and (4) , , x x x ) is:
Structural model parameters (and the initial states) can be estimated by maximizing this function.
Illustration: RBC model, approximated to third-order
I compute a third-order approximation of the RBC model described in Kollmann (2017) . Both the 'small shocks' variant of that model, and the 'big shocks' variant are considered. Table b1 documents that decision rule (B.3) and the modified decision rule (B.5) are (essentially)
indistinguishable. An identical sequence of random exogenous innovations of length T=500,000 was fed into (B.3) and into (B.5). Table b1 shows that the resulting time series of endogenous variables are almost perfectly correlated across (B.3) and (B.5), and that they have (essentially) the same standard deviations. This holds both for levels and for first differences of logged simulated endogenous variables. Table b2 reports predicted standard deviations of first-, second-and third-order approximated variables (log levels and log first differences). In the 'big shocks' RBC model variant, GDP, investment and capital are noticeably more volatile under a third-order approximation than under first-or second-order approximations (see Panel (b)).
Finally, I estimate the model parameters using simulated time series, by maximizing the likelihood function (B.7). As for the Monte Carlo described in Kollmann (2017) , I generated 30 simulation runs of 100 periods each. 2 In computing the sample likelihood, I assume that the initial states (1)- (3)) and for the 'big shocks' variant (Cols. (4)- (6)). As for the second-order accurate model discussed in Kollmann (2017) , most model parameters are tightly estimated. (5)) are shown for the RBC model. Rows labeled '1 st order', '2 nd order' and '3 rd order' show standard deviations predicted by the first-, second-and third-order accurate model solutions, respectively. The statistics are reported for log levels and for log first differences of endogenous variables. Y: GDP; C: consumption; I: gross investment; N: hours worked; K: capital stock. All statistics are computed using one simulation run of 500,000 periods. 
